Perfect Skin
5067 Hwy. 140, Suite E
Mariposa, CA 95338
(209) 742-4581
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Please arrive 10-15 minutes before your scheduled appointment to enjoy a cup of tea and prepare for the treatment. Arriving late will
shorten your treatment time.
If you need to cancel an appointment, please do so 24 hours in advance in order to avoid cancellation charges.
Any person under the age of 18 must have parental consent.
Let us know if you had allergic reactions to cosmetic ingredients. Please shower before all body services.
Gift Certificates and Treatment Packages are available.
Prices, treatment content, details and length are subject to change.

Essential Facial Treatments
Customized Facial Treatments
Corrective Programs

Essential Facial Treatments $60.00
45 minutes

Vitamin C Treatment
Excessive sun exposure leaves the skin dull, dehydrated and prematurely aged. A serum of pure Vitamin C and an instant
peeling mask are used to achieve hydration, luminosity and elasticity. Beneficial to all skin types.
Teenage Treatment
This gentle facial is specially designed for young skin. After consultation, the treatment consists of cleansing, exfoliation,
application of a balancing mask and a purifying protective cream. The skin looks matt and healthy from the first
treatment.
Eye Contour Treatment $30.00 (30 minutes)
This fast and effective treatment works instantly on dark circles, puffiness, lines and wrinkles of the eye contour area.

Customized Facial Treatments $85.00
60 minutes

Oxygenating & Anti-Stress Treatment
This traditional European facial treatment based on Royal Jelly combines an invigorating and soothing facial massage,
oxygenating ampoule and Royal Jelly mask application.
The ultimate way to combat the signs of stress.

Anti-Aging Treatment
A deep enzyme exfoliation, customized massage, anti aging serum, fruit or vegetable mask and a hand treatment
guarantees a satisfying result each time. The signs of aging are diminished leaving the skin fully protected.

Acne Treatment
Deep pore cleansing, lymphatic massage, and special balancing and purifying formulas are used to normalize the skin.
Consultation is recommended before starting the treatment.

Hydrating Treatment
Deep hydrating treatment with products based on sea water, sea silk and marine collagen. Applied with gentle galvanic
current, it moisturizes, softens and cools the skin leaving it silky smooth.
Sensitive Skin Treatment
The delicate D-sensitizing massage supports the soothing action of comfort balm and the intense relieve facial mask.
Provides a sensation of freshness and comfort.
Treatment for Men
This cleansing, anti stress treatment with pure Vitamin C restores the skins energy and vitality, erasing the signs of stress.
Includes detoxifying mask and a long Shiatsu based facial massage. Puffiness under the eyes is reduced.

Corrective Programs $129.00
90 minutes

Retexturing Program
The perfect alternative to microdermabrasion to minimizes large pores, acne scars, dark spots and wrinkles.
See and feel the difference.
Advanced Wrinkle Correcting Program
This safe and effective facial program is the alternative to micro injections. Two peptides work simultaneously on
expression lines and wrinkles.
Visible results from the first session.
Firming Program
It gives the face and neck a sculpted, firm appearance.
A remodeling tissue mask - made of Kombucha and Sesame Extract - in combination with a shaping massage, ionization
and ampoules results in visible changes after one treatment.
Anti-aging Oxygen Program
A detoxifying facial serum and a patch-mask provide immediate results erasing signs of fatigue, while reducing the
appearance of lines and wrinkles. The treatment is made special by an anti-aging facial massage and rejuvenating eye
contour massage.
Dark-Spot Corrective Program
Cosmetic microdermabrasion and glycolic exfoliation complemented by a spot diminishing serum. It is an effective and
relaxing treatment with a unique crystalline-mask facial massage.

